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TheWorking Group on Natural Resources
on September 9 and December 11, 1963.
The
The
Subgroup on Minerals met on September 9 and October 2, 1963.
Water Subgroup met on September 9 and November 23, 1963;
briefly without the Chairman on October 29, 1963.
Timber Resources Subgroup met on September 27 and Decem-
ber 11—12, 1963.
The Fish and Wildlife Subgroup met
January 31, 1964.
The Public Lands Subgroup
1963.
Mr. Allen V. Kneese, of Resources for the Future; Mr. James Flan-
nery, of the U.S. Public Health Service; and Mr. Walter Langbe.in,
of the U.S. Geological Survey, assisted at certain stages of the Water
Subgroup report.Mr. Donald C. Duncan of the U.S. Geological
Survey assisted as alternate for Mr. McKelvey.Mr. John Ryan as-
sisted as alternate for Mr. Kruizenga..
Much assistance and many helpful suggestions were given by Mr.
John W. Kendrick and Mr. Joel Popkin of the staff of the study.
All members of the working group have aided in the preparation
of, and have had an opportunity to review a draft of this report;





approved by members of
of dissent or supplementary views.
it met
The







reports were m each case by
; these drafts were discussed, modified,
the subgroup, except as noted by footnotes
NEAL .POTTER.
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I. POSSIBLE USES OF AN INVENTORY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Inventories of the physical resources available to the Nation can be
of great importance to both public and, private policymaking. Such
estimates contribute to rational decisions related to conservation and.
development of natural resources, to national defense policies in stock-
piling and other critical fields, to import and export policies, to policies
for depressed areas, to retraining of workers, etc.Solutions to many
problems related to geopolitics—alliances, defense preparations, for-
eign aid, etc.—may be aided by such information.Important deci-
sions in the field of private business also depend in part on data in this
field: orderly marketing, avoiding the periods of speculative excesses
resulting from shortages or surpluses; investment in exploration,
development and extraction facilities; investments in conservation
holding, and development of resources; the economical location
manufacturing facilities; etc.
The simple physical counts of available units are of course not
adequat.e as a basis for developing answers to all the questions that
arise in these fields.Geographic location, physical qualities, freedom
from impurities, degree of accessibility, costs of extraction, and similar
attributes need to be specified.:Each of these aspects is generally
somewhat complex and in the last analysis can best be described in
quantitative terms.These measurements generally have no common
denominator, so it is desirable fOr practical purposes to place an eco-
nomic value upon the resource, as a measure of the various quality
aspects taken together. The importance of a timber stand to the na-
tional wealth, prosperity, or security is dependent not only on the
volume of the stand, but on its average size, freedom from defects,
cost of transporting to market, year of expected salability, etc.The
significance of an oil deposit depends on its total quantity, depth,
gravity, sulfur content2 gas pressure, distance from refineries or tide-
water, etc. These qualities can be summarized, for many purposes, in
one datum—market value.
Thus, value data are a most important adjunct to physical data to
make possible rational decisions in the allocation of funds to conserva-
tion; to projects of exploration, research, or development; to research
and development for the production of substitutes; to the finding of
proper answers in the fields of area redevelopment, local taxation
bases, etc.Without value figures, it is impossible to determine the
most economical course of conduct; lack of such data is one of the
causes of the numerous decisions made irrationally and wastefully in
this portion of the national economy. There are serious charges that
much of our most valuable heritage of natural resources has been
wastefully used and foolishly allowed to deteriorate; there are also
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charges that many conservation efforts are largely wasted expendi-
tures. Even moderately good wealth data would go far to guide public
and private decisions into more economical and productive lines.
II. PROBLEMS OF AN INVENTORY
The enormous dimensions of the problems which a moderately good
wealth inventory could contribute to solving are matched by the
dimensions of the difficulties involved in getting such data.
In principle the ways of making a wealth inventory in the field of
natural resources 1andthe importance of making such an inventory
are no different from the problems and values in any other field of the
ecoflomy.Natural resources are traded in the market, they are in-
volved in economizing decisions, they should not be wasted, they are
substitutable for each other and for manmade goods in greater or
lesser degree.Nevertheless, they have certain peculiarities in com-
mon which make them difficult to handle:
1. They are nonreproducible, either for long periods or forever.
The possibilities of substitution, and of devoting more capital to
refining low-grade ores, to exploring for and to reducing the use
of scarce resources, etc., somewhat impair this generalization, but
it is a significant Ems nevertheless. While fish, wildlife, and tim-
her reproduce, the time required to establish or restore commer-
cially usable stocks is quite long compared to that needed for
production of large outputs of manufactured products and most
farm products. Water supplies are renewed by the rains at least
annually; but the supply available for actual consumption is
rather strictly limited in any given river basin.
2. Natural resources have traditionally been free for the taking
(originally from the Indians or from the Government) thereby
having an initial price of zero.2
3. The extent and quality of the physical inventory is often
unknown, as in the case of most minerals and many varieties of
fish.Many of the important physical aspects of water and of
lands are also unknown.
1. The quality of nonreproducibility makes natural resource mate-
rials unstable in price, since supply is quite inelastic as contrasted with
a nearly infinite elasticity for many manmade goods. Demand also
tends to be inelastic because of the quality of uniqueness or poor sub-
stitutability.Highly variable prices make difficult the writing of
price tags even for a known physical inventory.
2. The tradition of a zero price for the first claimant of resources
newly discovered or made available, makes historic price or "book
value" unusable for natural resources in many cases.It is true that
sales by the original claimants and by subsequent owners of resources
have eliminated this problem for most land in private hands but the
problem still remains for most of the public lands and remains in
the case of water (except where water rights are sold separately from
land), and in the case of fish and wildlife. The problem also persists
i.Heretaken to include all natural resources, industries, and assets except agricultural
and site land.
In recent years Federal policies have changed with respect to some Important mineral
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in the case of minerals, because free staking of claims is permitted on
the Federal lands and because transactions in known or proved mineral
properties are uncommon except for petroleum and gas.
3. The lack of knowledge of physical inventories may make impos-
sible a straightforward census in the case of most minerals.It may
still be possible, however, to get value and quantity figures on developed
properties; and to supplement these data by figures on the total physi-
cal inventory, estimated by methods of geological inference.
The great difficulty of finding market values in the natural re-
sources field has led to exploration of the possibility of capitalizing
an expected income as a means to estimating values. The explorations
have however led to a general rejection of this approach because where
resource commodities are sold in the market, the great bulk of their
prices usually consists of the costs of locating, extracting, and process-
ing them. Much doubt was expressed as to whether mineral reserves
would show any value at all in many cases, if the price in the ground
were estimated from the market price of a. processed ore or an ingot
metal by subtracting the costs of extracting and processing it.Small
errors in estimating these costs could lead to large relative errors in
the residual value assigned to a ton of the mineral; and a significant
error in the price per ton of the mineral could lead to a large error
in the value assigned to the total tonnage in estimated reserves.
The general lack of a market—or in other terms, the general tradi-
ton of making goods free for the taking—may make valuations of
water resources and of fish and wildlife impractical.There are un-
cloubtedly large social values attached to these resources; but these
values can be reduced to dollar or market terms oniythroughthe use
of complex and debatable analyses which make values in these fields a
better subject for special studies in universities than for a census-type
inventory. The inventory may well, however, cover the physical as-
pects of these resources, since these data have great usefulness apart
from value figures. In the case of water, the need for systematic plan-
ning for development of the resource has long been recognized; im-
proved hydrologic and water-quality data are needed for this purpose.
These data ca.n also furnish important basic material for the value
studies mentioned above, which can lead to further great improvements
in public and private planning.Value data can be collected in these
fields on the structures and equipment used to capture and handle the
resource: dams, conduits, sewers, boats, fishing gear, etc.
III. SUMMARY CoNcLusIoNs
The diverse natures of the industries and of the problems that come
under the heading of "Natural Resources" led to the formation of five
workmg subgroups to deal with them:
(1) Minerals.
(2) Timber resources.
(3) Fish and wildlife.
(4) Water.
(5) Public lands.
The reports of each of the subgroups appear at the end of this group
report. Their conclusions are summarized here, with a few comrnBnts.
Minerals.—Itis assumed that the considerable investments in ore
mills, transportation equipment, etc., can best be valued by the methods554 MEASURING THE NATION'S WEALTH
that will be used in manufacturing.Mineral reserves and their in-
separably associated extraction facilities, such as wells2 shafts, valves,
elevators, etc., should be valued by (a) using the prices in sales of com-
parable properties, in the case of oil and gas; (b) simply asking the
owners to estimate present values in the cases of all other minerals
(checking this latter category by estimates of other knowledgeable
parties). Annual updating would be based. on capital outlays and de-
preciation and depletion allowances, probably on an annual sample
basis, as income tax data are probably not usable for this purpose
Quinquennial censuses would probably require major adjustment of
the annual series for the most recent 5 years, as mineral discovery and
development is a notably uncertain and variable line of enterprise.
Timber 'resourees.—A good physical inventory of standing timber
is now available, as of 1952 and as of 1962, prepared by the U.S. Forest
Service. Valuations are lacking.
For solid stands of mature timber, valuation seems fairly simple.
The physical aggregates, by categories, can be multiplied by the prices
established in market sales of "comparable" stands.
In the case of mixed stands of mature timber and growing stock
or of growing stock alone, one cannot properly value the timber with-
out knowing its opportunity to remain on the land and grow to ma-
turity—in other words, the land and the growing timber are a unit
that cannot be valued separately.The timber subgroup
proposes that the valuation be done on an acreage basis, by finding
prices on market sales of comparable land with growing stock on it.
It appears to this writer, however, that only the greatest care can
prevent the mixing of speculative values on such land with its value
as a timber resource. A great deal of timbered land has value for rec-
reational, suburban residential, commercial, or industrial purposes. It
would seem to be a better approximation to the value of the timber
resource if the volumes of all marketable or accessible growing stock
were estimated separately from the value of the land, probably by the
use of estimates based on .sales of tracts where speculative values for
other purposes are known to play no part; or by discounting the value
of a mature stand from the year in which maturity is expected. A
few cases, in which small timber values will be lost through premature
cutting at the time of bulldozing for suburban development or the
like, will not cause a great error in the value of the total timber re-
source; but erroneous inclusions of speculative values of land could
cause large errors in the valuation placed on the timber resource.
Moreover it will not be possible to ascertain any values of timber on
the large acreage of farm woodlots unless it is done by the method
suggested here.Most farm woodlots are sold as part of farms, and
timber values can probably not be ascertained at all except by some
method which applies a timber price to a volume of wood.
If the problem of pricing stumpage can be solved along these lines,
the necessary physical data to which to apply to such unit prices is
available in good detail from the forest surveys conducted by the
U.S. Forest Service.
Water.—A peat deal of physical data with respect to waterfiows
and qualities is needed to prepare programs to meet effectively the
Nation's rapidly growing needs for water; the subgroup's report incH-
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of water is unfortunately made difficult or impossible in most cases
because charges for water, beyond the cost of collection and distribu-
tion, are rare.The water rights transactions in the arid West are
the principal instance of such a market value. The subgroup never-
theless proposes some pilot studies of ways to assign values to water
itself, because rational allocation of water to one or more of a number
of competing uses requires such data, and the need becomes greater
as water grows scarcer and greater decisions hang on the availability
of such estimates.Agencies now having some expert abilities in.
obtaining of physical and value data are listed.
Fish and wildlife.—Because most fish and wildlife are not made
subject to private ownership or management, they have no market
values.In important cases this no-charge policy results in the de-
votion of excessive amounts of labor and capital to fishing, as free
enterprise responds to high prices and low costs.3It is suggested
that rational allocation of scarce factors of production would be aided
by collection and estimation of data showing the as well as
the actual, fishing vessels, equipment, and men devoted to taking
the existing levels of catch.The capitalized value of the excess of
the actual over the necessary inputs would provide an estimate of the
value of the fish resource itself, and would aid in designing measures
of taxation or control to rationalize the industries.
Without such estimates of wasted capacity, the oniy portions of
the resource that can be given a market value are those subject to pri-
vate ownership, such as certain oyster beds, fishponds, and private
game reserves.The chief capital to be enumerated would be the
equipment used in fishing, including excess as well as necessary vessels
and gear.
Public lands.—The public lands are a large group of assets
for which value data are inadequate because of the lack of transactions.
M&ny of these lands have been held since the beginning of the Repub-
lic, and have never entered a market transaction.Others were bought
so long ago that the price is irrelevant to today's values.Values of
public properties transferred to private owners are frequently set by
such special legal formulas as to have little relationship to market
value.
For these reasons it is proposed to set up appraisal boards in each
State or area to make estimates of values in view of all the circum-
stances and conditions applying to each parcel and kind of public
land.Standards and procedures for determining these values would
of course need to be established by, and supervision supplied from, a
central office, to insure comparability among estimates.
It is recommended also that the values estimated by these boards be
those for land alone, not including the timber or mineral values on or
under the land.These values should be covered by the methods of the
mineral and timber inventories.
3Thls is only one of many instances throughout the economy in which excessive inputs
are applied, causing significant wastes.Probably most are due to some form of monopolis-
tic competition; some are due to "external diseconomles," In which real costs of produc.
tion are not paid by the producers, but are put upon others, like the noxious effluents of
mines or chemical plants, or the noise and dirt of highway traffic.Because of the prev-
alence of excess Inputs, there are substantial doubts related to whether estimating their
extent In commercial fishing would involve the wealth inventory In problems of too broad
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IV. EXISTING DATA ON NATURAL RESOURCES AND THEIR VALUES
Existing published data on values or quantities of natural resources,
and data wthich ale believed to be useful in estimating such values and
quantities are summarized here.The subgroup reports, which follow
this concluding section of the group's report, deal mainly with prob-
lems of, and recommendations for, strengthening and expanding na-
ural resource wealth data.
chief source of direct data on wealth in the mining
industry is the data tabulated by the Internal Revenue Service from
balance sheets of business principally corporations, submitted
with their annual income tax returns and published as "Statistics of
Income."Additional data, particularly the more complex cross tab-
ulations and greater industry detail are available in the source book of
worksheets available at the IRS in Washington.
Data are available by size-of-total-assets classes, by size-of-business-
receipts classes, by size-of-income classes, by IRS district of principal
office of business, and for eight subindustries (iron; copper, lead, zinc,
gold, silver; other metals; bituminous coal; oil and gas; oil and gas
services; stone, sand, and gravel; and other nonmetals (including
anthracite)).
Balance sheet items given separately include cash, receivables, in-
ventories, investments, depreciable assets, depreciation, depletable
assets, depletion, land, intangible assets, and other assets.Liabilities
are also given, with the following listed separately: Accounts payable,
deposits, notes, other current liabilities, bonds, other liabilities, pre-
ferred stock, common stock, capital surplus, and earned surplus.Re-
ceipts and deductions are also itemized, although the great bulk are
listed as "business receipts" and "cost of sales and operations." How-
ever, items of interest for a study of wealth include "rent paid on busi-
ness property," "amortization," "depreciation," and "depletion."
The fact that these data are classified on a company basis rather
than by establishments taken singly impairs their value for both indus-
try and subindustry breakdowns, as well as for geographical distribu-
tions, which are based only on the district in which returns are filed,
which generally means the State in which the principal office of busi-
ness is located.Thus we note that for the "depletable assets"
listed in the manufacturing industry, "Petroleum Refining and Re-
lated Industries" were 60 percent than those listed under the
mining industry "Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas" and that the
depletable assets listed under "Metal Mining" were a little smaller than
those listed under the manufacturing "Primary Metal Industries."
No State (district of filing) data are published by industry, as the
IRS regards such cross tabulations as of little vaiue ("Statistics of
Income, 1959—1960: Corporation Returns," p. 36).
A special survey of large corporations in 1960 provides a cross
tabulation of depreciable assets devoted to activities in various indus-
tries, classified by industry in which each corporation was classified.
This provides a biased sample of diversification, but does little to pro-NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 557
videa basis for correcting the distribution of assets given in the reg-
ular "Statistics of Income" tables, not only because large corporations
are not representative of all corporations, but because the industrial
classification used in this table (pp. 18—20 of the "1959—60 Corporation
Statistics of Income" was not the same as that employed m the tables
covering all active corporations.
The aggregate values of depreciable assets of all corporations re-
ported in "Statistics of Income," however, were found by Goldsmith
to correspond fairly closely to his own estimates based on the perpetual
inventory method (aggregating assets purchased or less
estimated depreciation), though he notes that the agreement of aggre-
gates might occur as a result of many offsetting differences.4
Whatever the value of the aggregate figures on depreciable assets,
the data on depletable assets are probably much more dubious, not
only because of the inherent difficulties in valuation, but because the
depletion allowances taken by most mining companies ("percentage
depletion") have no relation to the value of the assets; hence there is
no motivation to give the IRS a true value.It seems likely that
undervaluation is general in these data.5
The various censuses of mineral industries made by the Bureau of
the Census (most recently published, 1958) since 1919 have provided
no data on values of assets, but do provide figures which cover the
universe on an establishment basis in various ways which may help
in taking a census of wealth, or in making estimates based on a properly
stratified sample. Among these are—
Value of shipments.
Value added in mining.
Products shipped, with quantities.
Number of employees.
Horsepower of equipment, separately for prime movers and
electric motors, and in some cases by type of equipment and of
motor used.
While assets on hand are not listed in the census tabulations, there
are data on dollars of new capital expenditures made during the year,
classified as "Development and Exploration," "Preparation Plants
Constructed," "Other Construction," "New Machinery and Equip-
ment," and "Used Plant and Equipment." A separate classification
gives the value of "Purchased Machinery Installed During the Year."
The crude petroleum and natural gas industry report gives a table on
the number, footage, and cost of drilling and equipping oil and gas
wells.
Raymond W. Goldsmith, "The National Wealth of the United States in the Postwar
Period" (Princeton University Press, 1962), pp. 83—86.
For a notable effort In using "Statistics of Income" in combination with census data
to estimate mining wealth by large industry classes, see Daniel Creamer, Sergei P. Dobro-
voisky, and Israel Borenstein, "Capital In Manufacturing and Mining" (published by
Princeton University Press for the National Bureau of Research, These authors also Dresent a more optimistic view of this data than that given here..558 MEASURINGTHENATION'SWEALTH
of the census data are tabulated by State and/or by producing
district; by size of establishment; and by type of operation (strip,
shaft, placer, with and without preparation plant, producing and non-
producing, etc.). Many are also tabulated by number of employees;
by outliut per man-hour; and by ratio of payroll to value added. In
some cases there are data tabulated by county for principal producing
areas.
The physical data on mineral reserves come from a number of inde-
pendent sources, and are generally unassociated with value tags of any
sort.Largest source of original estimates is the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey; the Bureau of Mines publishes these estimates (generally on a
national basis, rather than for States or mining fields separately) in
the annual "Minera]s Yearbook" and the occasional volumes of "Min-
eral Facts and Problems."
Trade associations are another source of data: for petroleum,
"proved" reserves are reported annually by the American Petroleum
Institute; this was supplemented in 1961 by the National Petroleum
Council's report on petroleum and natural gas reserves; it is supple-
rnented biennially by estimates of secondary recovery possibilities
by a committee of the Interstate Oil Compact Commission.For
natural gas, annual estimates are published by the American Gas
Association.
Thus it appears that for mining as a whole, and for the various
subindustries, there are no data on wealth which are sufficient for
analyzing investment, productivity, or economic development prob-
lems, though there are a number of landmarks which establish orders
of magnitude and provide guidance for sampling stratification and
physical volumes requiring unit value data.
Some of the existing figures from the "1958 Census of Mineral In-
dustries" and the "1959—60 Statistics of Income." (corporations only)
are transcribed below. The figures are uncoordinated; they are sim-
ply offered as a handy reference to systems of tabulation now used, and
to the relative importance of the subindustries. The serious deficien-
cies of the "Statistics of Income" data were noted above.It is well
also to remember that the same difficulty besets the census data in lesser
degree: some data on manufacturing operations are included, where
the particular establishments were engaged in mining
operations; some data on mining operations are omitted, where the
establishments tabulated were engaged primarily in manufacturing.
However, a number of separate tabulations were made which make
possible the separation of some data for the two aspects of such mixed
establishments.NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH
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I This figure Includes, front among operations classified as onlydimension-stone
quarries with dressing plants.
2 Accumulated depreciation or depletion against assets In preceding line.
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Included in mineral industries
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Stone, crushed:
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Timber resources
The corresponding industry in the standard industrial classification
is "forestry," which includes only planting, growing, holding, and
caring for trees, plus gathering of gums, bark, and miscellaneous ma-
terials like nuts and balsam needles.
Logging and sawmills, pulpmills, etc. are included in manufac-
turing.
There are few data covering the values in this field.However, the
forest surveys, complete for 23 States and partial for others, provided
a basis for good quantitative estimates of the timberlands and stands
in the United States as of 1952; 1952 data were reported in the U.S.
Forest Service's "Timber Resources for America's Future," published
in 1958. These estimates were given by State and region and by prin-
cipal species of trees.Estimates were also provided on sizes of trees;
certain quality classes; rates of growth; cut, fire, and disease losses;
uses of timber cut; ownership of lands; etc.Breakdowns were given
for commercial and noncommercial stands, and private and public
ownership.
A separate appendix in this book rated the "Adequacy of Data." In
it the authors indicated that the figures were good enough for national
and regional analyses, and for some but not all State comparisons.
A similar comprehensive tabulation of forest survey data, for the
year 1962, is scheduled for publication in 1964.
Limited valuation efforts have been made from time to time, as for
example the national forest public domain values submitted to the
House Government Operations (Dawson) Committee, and the tenta-
tive estimates adding up to $8 billion prepared for the National Bu-
reau of Economic Research in 1947. The latter may be found on page
233 of "Studies in Income and Wealth," volume 12 (1950).
Some possibly helpful data are contained in the census of manufac-
tures (industry 2421) including cost (but not quantity) of stumpage
cut, value and quantity of logs and bolts bought (and sold), and value
and quantity of pulpwood sold.
Water
Thereare no adequate wealth data in the field of water resources or
water facilities7 though expenditures on new construction are given for
Federal facilities in the annual budget, and for State, local, and Fed-
eral facilities in the Census Bureau's annual "Government Finances."
There is a considerable quantity of data available on the physical
aspects of water resources.The most extensive sources on water
supply are the "Water Supply Papers" of the U.S. Geological Survey,
of which over 1,800 have been published. Summary reports on stream-
flow through 1950 are contained in papers 1301 through 1319; each
volume covers a major river basin. Summary reports covering 1951—
60 are in process of publication.Other summary reports describe
gound water levels and artesian pressures, and the chemical quality and
sediment characteristics of streams.Most comprehensive is Water
Supply Paper 1800, "The Role of Ground Water in the National
Water Situation." Further information on sources is given in "Publi-
cations of the Geological Survey."
USGS circulars also describe water conditions in certain local areas.
Maps and graphic descriptions, with brief accompanying texts, areNATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 561
published in a series called "Hydrologic Atlases." Much information
on streamfiow and other water conditions can be obtained from State
offices of the USGS.
Water quality information is published by the U.S. Public Health
Service in "National Water Quality Network: Annual Compilation of
Data." A biennial report, "Municipal Water Facilities Inventory,"
is published for communities with a population over 25,000. Data for
comrnuthties down to a population of 100 are published at 5-year in-
tervals. The Public Health Service also publishes data on waste treat-
ment facilities, at 5-year intervals.Nine volumes have been issued,
latest of which is "1962 Inventory of Municipal Waste Facilities"
(Public Health Service Publication No. 1065).
A comprehensive survey entitled "Federal Water Resources Re-
search Activities" was compiled by a task force of the Federal Council
for Science and Technology and published iii 1963 as a committee print
of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
A number of significant studies were prepared by the staff of the
Senate Select Committee on National Water Resources, and published
in 1959—60.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and other public agencies are re-
sponsible for comprehensive river basin planning efforts which result
in compilation and projection of water use and water quality statistics
f or certain river basins.
Many States collect data on their water resources, notably the more
arid States, and particularly California.Several of the major cities
and metropolitan, areas have published data on local water supplies;
New York and Los Angeles reports are most comprehensive.
Regional organizations, such as the Ohio River Valley Sanitation
Commission (Orsanco) and the Interstate Commission on the Potomac
(Incopot) publish data on their respective river basins.
Data on water use are relatively scarce but are increasing.The
U.S. Geological Survey has published summary d.ata for 1950, 1955,
and 1960 in Circulars 115, 398, and 456.Other Federal agencies have
tabulated certain uses of water in connection with censuses or regula-
tory functions.
Fisheries
Fisheriesindustry definition (SIC) : This industry includes salt and
fresh water catching of fish, whales, shellfish, sponges, etc., and fish
hatcheries, fish farms, etc.
Independent dock establishments fall in the transportation industry,
rather than in fisheries.Independent cleaning, etc., plants are in food
manufacture.
As of January 1964, there were no data on the aggregate value of
capital in fisheries."The Statistics of Income" do not separate this
industry from agriculture and forestry, and the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries' annual "Fishery Statistics" gives no value figures.The lat-
ter does, however, list vessels, boats, and gear in some detail by States
and regions.Data are given for number of motor vessels and total
tonnage, number of sailing vessels and tonnage, number of motorboats
and of other boats, number and length of different types of nets, and
number of traps, lines, spears, dredges, hooks, tongs, etc.The 1961
volume (pp. 80—101) gives age of all vessels 5 years old or older.
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The Bureau of the Census is expected to secure in 1964 the first
capital value data for the industry.Questionnaires will ask original
cost of vessels and their age.The tabulations of these reports, by
States, form of business organizations, etc., should provide a useful
landmark, though depreciation charges and the value of boats and gear
will not be available.
The available physical data should constitute a reasonably good basis
for estimating current values if the current market prices of sample
vessels, gear, etc. can be collected.Fairly active markets exist for
used boats, vessels, and gear.
Estimates of the values of commercial fisheries that would exist if
these fisheries were rented instead of being open on a free-for-all basis
are available in a few cases (cited in footnote 3 of the subgroup report
below).
The values attributable to sports fishing and hunting resources are
currently derived from data on fees charged for private facilities,
total sportsmen's expenditures, total participation estimates, and other
related materials which constitute a basis for further studies which
may yield national wealth estimates.The data are available in the
Department of Interior's Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife.
Public7ands
Privatelands fall in the categories of consumers' capital and capital
in the agriculture, real estate, forest, mining, manufacturing, transpor-
tation, and other industries.Public lands fall in the categories of
Federal, State, or municipal governments; many of them present
leins which are different from those presented by the capital associated
with Government activities, and different also from those presented
by land in private ownership. Thus they may be worth special con-
sideration and a special report.
The largest in size and probably in value are the holdings of the
Federal Government. The General Services Administration reported
Federal holdings in the United States at 770 million acres as of June
30, 1963 ("Inventory Report on Real Property Owned by the United
States Throughout the World"). Of this, 719 million acres was "pub-
lic domain," held by the Government since acquisition through agree-
ment with the Original Thirteen States, treaties with foreign coun-
tries, et cetera.Only 51 million acres had been purchased or other-
wise acquired from private owners so that a dollar "cost" figure could
be attached to it.The sum of these cost figures was billion; the
present value of these lands is probably several times this.In addi-
tion, the estimated present value of the "public domain" is $18 billion
(U.S. Congress, House Government Operations Committee, "Federal
Real and Personal Property Inventory Report," as of June 30, 1963,
p.319).
In addition, on the same date some 1.7 million acres were involved
in Federal leases in the United States and some 0.1 million acres in
leases outside the United States.
The method of acquisition, surface area, and using or holding agency
is given by States in the annual "Public Land Statistics" published
by the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management.
This report also gives much information on the entry of mmeral
claims, homesteads, oil and gas leases, timber sales, grazing leases, and
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Inthe State and municipal fields, Marion Clawson has compiled and.
adjusted data from the National Recreation Association on the nuin-
ber and acreage of State parks and municipal parks by city, for cities
of 100,000populationand over. These are to be found in his "Statis-
tics on Outdoor Recreation" (published by Resources for the Future,
Inc.), in appendix tables 11, 12, 13, and 17.Capital expenditures on
municipal and county parks are given by States and regions in reports
of the National Recreation Association, published annually in the U.S.
"Statistical Abstract." Capital expenditures on State parks are given
in the National Park Service's "State Park Statistics" (also given in
U.S. "Statistical Abstract").
V. MINERALS SuI3GRour REPORT
This memorandum is intended to reflect the consensus on the meas-
urement of mineral wealth which has been reached in the meetings of
the minerals subgroup. The consensus is limited, but since we are not
concerned to present an appearance of unity, divergent or
mental ideas are freely included, with any isolated position labelled as
such.
Although it is a mistake to insist that all potential uses be foreseen
clearly before initiating a new program of data collection, some uses of
wealth data for the mineral industries can be foreseen. WeaJth data
for these industries are necessary for the handling of all questions in-
volving the quantity of capital in use in these industries, in regions, or
in all industries. John Kendrick's work on productivity and Edward
Denison's work on economic growth come readily to mind as examples.
Clearly a wealth inventory will improve the income accounts series
and their interpretation.
There are uses of such data that are more narrowly applicable to the
mineral industries, however.These center around the problems of
search and exploration.In some of the mineral industries—and to
some degree in all—we know very little in a statistical way about the
relations between outlays directed to these ends and the results there-
from. A wealth inventory, together with data on. certain outlays be-
tween inventory dates, could contribute to further progress on such
questions.
A minerals wealth inventory inevitably will reveal mineral deposits
in many areas which are known or are thought to be rich deposits in
the physical sense but which in fact have very little value. Many
people persist in associating economic value with physical richness,
and as a result sometimes come to espouse positions on various ques-
tions of public policy which are economically indefensible.The ef-
fects of bringing into the open the facts on economic value of mineral
deposits can be only salutary, for this will stimulate inquiry into the
reasons for these values.
Wealth estimates are difficult to make at best, but they are especially
so for the mineral industries because the physical description of the
asset in question is far less definite than is the case with assets that
are entirely visible, such as agricultural or site lan.d or depreciables.
We are not sure that a good inventory of the wealth of the mineral
industries can be made. It is altogether likely that estimates will turn
out to be wide of the mark or that some procedures may be too expen-
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gestions made here are very tentative.Initial efforts to produce a.
wealth inventory for these industries should avoid a large commitment
to a particular method. Instead, the problem of valuation should be
approached in different ways to obtain that weak check on accuracy—
consistency of results obtained by different methods.
Scopeof m,ineralindustries w'ec,2th estimate
In the case of petroleum, the bulk of the wealth is in proved reserves
of oil and gas and should include on-lease production facilities. Min-
eral rights on undeveloped oil and gas lands under lease should be in-
eluded and probably can be with a fair degree of success.Unleased
mineral rights ought to be included where it is reasonably clear they
have a market value, but it may be difficult to do so.
In the case of the other mineral industries, all mineral rights which
have a market value ought to be included in principle but initial ef-
forts obviously should be concentrated on operating mineral proper-
ties and on idle but developed properties.These categories contain
the bulk of the market value of the properties.It may prove possible
to include undeveloped properties for a few special cases and locations.
In the c.ase of operating establishments, the "Standard Industrial
Classification" definitions should be used to divide mining establish-
ments from nonmining, following the usage of the census of mineral
industries.This mode of definition will not only provide a suitable
line of separation, but is especially appropriate in view of our later
suggestion that consideration should be given to using the Bureau of
the Census as the instrument for assembling some of the desired data.
We note in passing that geothermal energy sources should be in-
cludeci, although their market value at present is negligible.
The general procedure envisaged
We doubt that book value figures as of a given date are of much use
to a wealth inventory for several reasons. The lack of correspondence
between book values and market values is much more serious for the
mineral industries than for others even in the absence of price level
and technological change. The age distributions of the "items" in the
capital stocks (or the lives of the "items") are but poorly known.
Hence any corrections for price level changes would have to be rather
speculative.
The following program for a wealth inventory may be feasible:
(1) A market value esthmate of mineral industry properties would
be prepared initially and thereafter at intervals of, say, 5 or 10 years.
In neither the petroleum nor the other mineral industries does it
appear feasible to estimate the value of mineral resources separatel.y
from the value of the manmade capital that has been invested in them
or is so intimately associated with them. It may be possible, however,
to estimate separately the value of certain tangible categories of man-
made capital. We have in mind especially mobile equipment, con-
centrating units, and so on. For these categories it should be feasible
to collect comprehensive data on book value, which would be on an
original cost basis. Data on detailed, type of asset and year of acqui-
sition could be developed by sampling rather than comprehensive col-
lection, as probably would be done with capital in manufacturing.
these categories of tangible capital almost certainly could
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and even if they did, the difference between the value of the mineral
property as a whole and the value of these categories (which presum-
ably would be derived from a cost basis unless they are movable)
would be only a difference and should not be taken as a measure of
the value of the natural resource "per Se."The value of a natural
resource associated with a going mine is something different from the
value of the same natural resource before development has taken place.
This problem suffers from still another complication, in that the
existence of many deposits would not even be known were it not for
earlier capital outlays directed to the uncovering of their existence.
We should expect some tendency—how strong may be conjectural—
for these outlays to be reflected in the value of producing properties.
One possibility for valuing the wealth of the mineral industries is
to use stock market values.This method might be feasible if most
companies had only domestic operations, if they confined their opera-
tions to "Standard Industrial Classification" categories, and if their
stocks were active.Since these conditions are not present, the method
has been rejected. Even if these conditions were met, there would still
be difficulty in separating property beyond the mineral stage and in
allocating property to regions or States.
(2) As a means of periodic adjustments to the benchmark market
value appraisals, annual estimates of capital outlays and capitaldepre-
ciation and depletion wouldbe prepared.For the tangible capital
categories for which separate sample data on age, et cetera, could be
developed, depreciation estimates would be an easily derived by-
product.
(3) It wou].d be found that the initial market value plus net capital
outlays in, say, the next 5 years would not be equal to the market value
estimates 5 years from now. An important part of the exercise would
be to try to account for this difference, which would be ascribable to
such factors as investment mistakes and windfalls (including changes
in prospects for the commodity and discoveries made cheaply), errors
in capital consumption charges, error in the initial level of market
value relative to the later one, price level change, change in value from
holding for later exploitation, and technological change.
Estimating market ofpetrolewin properties
The main reliance for doing the first of these three steps, the market
value estimate, can and probably should be different for petroleum
and the other mineral industries. The market for petroleum properties
is more active than it is for other mineral properties and hence is more
reliable as a generator of prices for these properties. While there are
difficulties in evaluating the "price" of some of the larger transactions
in petroleum properties, both because of many factors affecting the
value of a purchase which do not get expressed in a simple price and
because of the different kinds of properties included in the aggregate
consideration, the problem of valuation is far easier than for non-
petroleum properties.
There are two general approaches to the valuation problem that
could be used. The first would begin by examining known large mar-
ket transactions in petroleum properties.Possible sources of infor-
mation on transactions would be the producing companies, banking
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tions, and occasional published information. The payments in these
transactions would be expressed as payment per barrel or per cubic
foot of proved reserves. These values would then be applied to "sim-
ilar" proved reserves in the same or possibly in other producing areas.
The above method would not automatically produce a good estimate.
The difficulties are very real.First is the question of the represerita-
tive.ness of the transactions, a difficulty suggested above by the use of
quotation marks around "similar" when applied to other proved re-
serves.Second is the difficulty of putting the "proved reserve" data
from the Irnown transactions on the same basis as the comprehensive
reserve estimates (e.g., the API estimates) which would be the means
for deriving the value totals for most of the industry.
The handling of other petroleum lands would depend on the amount
of time and money that could be devoted to them. There are numerous
transactions in them, and prices can be found for local areas.Esti-
mates of acreage under lease, which may be useful in spite of sizable
differences, are made, e.g., by the IPAA and are also available from the
Scouts' "Yearbook."
One possibility that should be investigated is to use the mineral cen-
sus machinery to collect information on transactions prices for mineral
rights, both for the transactions in lands with proved reserves (produc-
ing and nonproducing) and for the potential petroleum lands, although
the canvass would have to be limited to properties purchased by es-
tablishments in the petroleum industry under present census pro-
cedures.
The mineral rights on ].and not under lease may have a positive
value and in some cases may be high.It might prove possible to in-
clude some of these lands, depending on how much information is de-
veloped on prices of mineral rights, but the relative error caused by
omission of potential unleased petroleum lands from the total value
of petroleum lands would be small.
In an area where the total inventory of leased acreage is constant,.
the average year's outlay on bonuses, rentals, and royalties could form
the basis for an estimate of the mineral rights.
Another general avenue of approach, which can be used to supple-
ment and check the first, is to value proved reserves by applying field
prices to an estimated schedule of production from proved reserves,
then work back to the net annual income of the properties by applyin
appropriate expense ratios derived from census and other data, an
finally to reduce these annual values to a present capital sum. This
method has been tried in a preliminary study by an associate of one of
the committee members and yields plausible results.
Each of these methods can yield estimates of wealth with sufficient
geographical detail for purposes of the wealth inventory.
Market vague estimates for mineraLs
Transactions in nonpetroleum mineral properties are so infrequent
that to rely mainly on transactions prices, as was suggested for pe-
troleum lands, does not seem to be feasible. The goal is to obtain an
estimate of the market value of mineral properties, just as with pe-
troleum properties, but the method for doing so must be different.
If prices of properties cannot be had from market transactions, there
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One is to ask those who know something about the property in question
what they think it might sell for in a voluntary sale (voluntary as
opposed to forced). The other method is the same as the second one
suggested for petroleum—to work from mine value of product back
to a net profit or net royalty for the mine, finally reducing this to a
present value capital sum.
The first method would involve direct interviews with company
officials, property owners, State tax officials, or any other persons in
a position to have detailed knowledge of properties. They would be
asked to estimate the price at which the mine in question and the ac-
companying mineral lands could be sold.Since the formation of such
an estimate would require consideration of the mine's reserve status,
this would be a convenient point at which to collect such information.
There may be possibilities here for fruitful collaboration among the
Bureau of the Census, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the U.S.
Bureau of Mines.
The unit for which such an estimate of market value would be made
would be the mine, which would be substantially the same as the census
mineral establishment.Careful attention would have to be paid to
the scope of the value estimate. Adjustment probably would be neces-
sary to make it conform to the scope of the data on capital outlays
collected by the census.
Estimates for nonoperating properties should be kept separate from
those for operating properties, of course. The latter estimates would
be more reliable.
We wish to emphasize the great difficulty that is present in any
attempt to appraise the value of mineral properties. Property owners
are notoriously unreliable sources of information about the value of
their own property, even in properties such as houses in which trans-
actions frequently occur.Where transactions are infrequent, the
property owner has even less information upon which to base an esti-
mated value, and in such cases the estimate probably would be con-
siderably less reliable.In any case, it would be desirable that the
value of the particular properties selected for evaluation be estimated
by different people and by different methods so as to obtain something
of a check on the results.It may be possible, at least for some of the
particular properties investigated, to work back from mine value of
ore or concentrate to a net "profit" per unit of product.This figure,
together with information on reserves of the particular properties in-
vestigated, could be made to yield a present value capital sum to be
compared with values estimated by those who are able to appraise the
value of the property directly, perhaps on the basis of their familiarity
with transactions or offers for similar properties in the area.
Direct investigation of property values and related quantities would
have to be on a sample basis, although it may be possible to produce
complete coverage estimates for particular areas where such estimates
or similar estimates have been made for other purposes.
The problem of blowing up the sample data to universe size would
have to be studied One possibility is to use already
assembled reserve data as the vehicle, assuming that comparable re-
serve data can be bad for the properties that are studied intensively..
Another possibility is to use annual production data which are avail-
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will depend on the variability among properties of the value per unit
of reserves as compared with the variability of value per unit Qf
annual product.
The expense of a large sampling operation could be avoided by mak-
ing an aggregate estimate of the value of mineral properties in an
industry in the same way as was described earlier for petroleum (i.e.,
the sumof discounted net re.venue,s from an estimated time schedule
of procluction of present reserves).It is the opinion of at least some
members of the subgroup that the method is of doubtful feasibility
for nonpetroleum minerals with the possible exception of coal.The
difficulties involve two, and perhaps all three, of the factors required
for the calculation of current net rents.Reserve estimates are prob-
ably less reliable for various reasons than for petroleum.Nor is it
clear that a reliable average ratio of net rent to gross mine receipts
can be derived from available data.Even i.f this ratio can be esti-
mated, some way is needed to check whether reserve data and the ratio
of net to gross in fact fit together or match each other in such a way
as to yield a useful estimate of the value of the mineral properties.If
these difficulties are important in fact, the conclusion seems to be that
there would be sizable risk of large error if sole reliance were placed
on an aggregative estimate of the type described.
If valuations are to be developed by an interview-appraisal pro-
cedure, it is not clear which of the existing agencies working in this
field would be best fitted to handle the program but it should be borne
in mind that the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines already
conduct programs for the collection of reserve data and other types of
information from mining establishments. A possibility to be con-
sidered is a test of the feasibility of expanding the coverage of these
efforts to include valuations, reserve, and other related data for a
sample of nonpetroleum propertiesdescribed earlier.
Earlier it was suggested that the Bureau of the Census might find it
possible to collect data on actual transactions prices for petroleum
properties purchased by establishments regularly canvassed for the
census.The feasibility of the same procedure for nonpetroleum min-
eral industries should be considered.
Capital outlays
The collection of data on capital outlays in these industries is al-
ready a part of the census operation.This program would need to be
reexamined, however, to insure that the definitions of "capital outlays"
will yield data that can be related to the estimate of the market value
of mineral properties.In particular, outlays on dry holes should be
regarded—for wealth inventory purposes—as on the same footing as
outlays resulting in productive wells.
Special estimates of annual depreciation and depletion would be
necessary since accounting estimates of depreciation and depletion for
financial reporting would not be consistent with periodic estimates of
mineral wealth because of differences between book investment and
market value.It is clear that the figures now developed for tax pur-
poses would be of limited use.'
One of the group's members suggests, however, that income tax forms could be a valu-
able source of information on certain types of expenditures If separate Identifications of
them were required.Similarly, information could be required on. IRS forms which would
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In this connection, information on reserves could be of considerable
value.It has already been suggested that it may be desirable to col-
lect reserve information at the time when the attempt is being made
to ascertain the value of particular properties.In the collection of
reserve information on these and other occasions, however, it may
be useful to give attention to the usability of this information for
valuation purposes, both total value and annual charges.
We wish to emphasize once again the tentative nature of the sugges-
tions that have been made. The feasibility of some of these sugges-
tions is difficult to predict and can be determined only by a test, which
might be of quite limited scope.Nor is there any single cost for a
wealth data program for .the mineral industries. This cost could vary
from a few days of highly competent and skilled manpower using
available data and. heroic assumptions to a painstaking on-the-spot
investigation of a sample of properties large enough to yield consider-
able geographical detail. We are not in a position to suggest what
level would be best, for that would depend on the annual of
money available and the costs of preparing estimates for other sectors.
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT BY MILTON LIPTON
I feel that in any inventory of wealth, and particularly for minerals
industries, a clear distinction should be made between the cost of re-
producible assets and the market value of all assets including natural
resources.
The former has to do with outlays required to find and develop sub-
sequent production and to generate future income from produetron.
Whether measured by depreciated original cost or replacement cost,
an inventory of wealth so defined would be a meaningful measure of
capital inputs that could be related to "the results therefrom."(I
would note that the potential uses identified i.n the introduction to the
minerals subgroup report apparently without exception involve this
perspective on wealth data.)
An inventory of wealth based on market value of assets would
necessarily encompass both reproducible assets and natural resources
since in most instances installations have no real market value apart
from their immediate use in resource development.It will be recog-
nized, of course, that market valuations subsume a wide range of son-
siderations, including expected future prices, production rates, and
capital costs. And there may be many reasons periodically to attempt
to assess market valuations, as a reflection of such expectations by the
market place.I question, however, whether the data would be avail-
able accurately to estimate market valuations for minerals industries—
and I feel that the inevitable imputations from limited and scattered
evidence would not really provide a reasonably useful approximation
to market valuations.Perhaps the effort should be made; but the
conceptual and analytical distinction between the two approaches—
cost and value—should be recognized.
At the risk of unnecessary repetition, I would stress that the ap-
proach to an inventory of wealth via capital outlays and depreciation
provides an input/cost perspective on investment in minerals indus-
tries.The approach via market valuation provides an output/income
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could be of considerable interest.But they are quite different per-.
spectives on wealth—and the differences warrant much more attention
than is briefly set down in the report, e.g., paragraph 3, page 565.
VI. TIMBER RESOURCES SUBGROUP Rfl'ORT
Definition of the
For a wealth inventory, the forest land resource must be distin-
gmshed from other natural resources. The definitions used by the
U.S. Forest Service in its nationwide forest inventory are those. on
which the available physical data are based and should be followed in
the wealth inventory.
Forest land is "land at least 10 percent stocked by forest trees of any
size, or formerly having such tree cover, and not currently developed
for nonforest use."
Three broad classes of forest land are recognized which differ
significantly in their characteristics as wealth.These are:
Commercial forest land—"land which is producing or is ca-
pable of producing crops of industrial wood and not withdrawn
from timber utilization by statute or administrative regulation."
Productive reserved forest land—"productive public forest land
withdrawn from timber utilization through statute or administra-
tive regulation."
Unproductive forest land—"land incapable of yielding crops of
industrial wood because of adverse site conditions."
of report
Only the commercial forest land has value for the production of
timber. But all of the classes of forest land may have value for one or
more of the following ends: water, recreation, wildlife, grazing by
domestic livestock, and esthetics.On the commercial forest land,
these other values—where they exist—are in addition to the timber
value.
Timber values are concrete and can be estimated with reasonable
accuracy.Grazing values are also concrete but are closely tied to the
value for the same use of nonforest pasture and range lands, and are
best estimated in conjunction with the valuation of those lands. The
other values are intangible or very difficult to They definite-
ly exist, but do not generally have a market price and at present we do
not know how to estimate them.
This report will be limited to the determination of the timber re-
source wealth.It will point out the existence of the other forest
resource values but will not give recommendations for their estimation.
Rea8on8 for making an estimate of tiimber re&ource wealth
Representing one-fourth of the Nation's land area and providing the
raw material base for timber-connected activities accounting for some
5 percent of national income, our commercial forest land and timber
resource forms an essential component of any national wealth
estimates.
Within the forest economy itself, timber wealth estimates provide
a guide for determining the economically justified scale for forest pro-
tection, development and research programs in both the public and
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portance of timber resources in the tax base of local government and
facilitate the development of forest credit and insurance facilities
through improved knowledge of resource values.Periodic extensions
of benchmark estimates throw light on the changing structure of the
forest economy and aid in regional planning and development.
Thedataneeded for a wealth inventory
Forest land area.—The area of all forest land should be determined
and classified as to whether it is commerciai, productive-reserved, or
unproductive. The areas of the productive-reserved and unproduc-
tive forest lands should be shown in the wealth inventory regardless of
whether values can be assigned to such lands or not.As economic, so-
cial, and political conditions change with passing time, some lands will
change from one classification to another.They should be classified
as of the 1970 wealth inventory target year and then reclassified as
necessary for succeeding inventories.
forest land area.—This should be classified according to
site quality, area condition, stocking, forest type, and accessibility.
Timber of commercia2 volume of this timber should be
determined on all commercial forest land.It should be measured in
volume units suitable for the various possible products.It should be
classified according to suitability for sawlog or other products, major
species, diameter class, log grade, and volume per acre.
The productive-reserved forest lands also contain some timber vol-
umes of commercial size. The value of this timber cannot be included
in the wealth inventory because it is reserved from cutting. However,
a physical inventory of the timber on these productive-reserved lands
would be useful for various purposes and should be included in the
wealth inventory.
Forest growing stock.—This consists of all live trees with the excep-
tion of those which for any reason are not producing usable wood.
The volume of this growing stock should be determined on all com-
mercial forest land.It should be classified according to forest type,
species, stand size, and stocking.
Annual timber yield.—This is the total volume of timber produced
during the year.In order to determine it, information is needed on
the net annual growth of timber (the annual change in net volume of
live trees resulting from natural causes) and the annual volume of
timber cut.The difference between the net annual growth and the
volume of timber cut represents an addition to or subtraction from the
standing timber inventory.
Owners/iip.—Ail of the above data should be classified by broad
ownership classes.
Regional detaii.—Timber resource data should be available for geo-
graphical areas smaller than States, if it is to be most useful. The
data should be on a county basis with provision for combining groups
of counties in order to reduce sampling error for some items.
Stumpage prces.—These are the prices paid for standing timber
of commercial size before it has been cut. They must be in sufficient
detail to recognize differences in the products for which the timber is
suitable, species, diameter class, log grade, volume per acre, physical
accessibility, logging and transportation costs, and the markets avail-
able for the products removed.572 MEASURING THE NATION'S WEALTH
Timberland prices.—These are the prices paid for land and timber
together when forest properties are sold. They must be in sufficient
detail to recognize differences in site quality, forest type, growing
stock volume, accessibility, and geographic location with respect to
markets for timber.
data
The U.S. Forest Service conducts a nationwide forest inventory on
a continuous basis.Individual States have been remeasured at about
10-year intervals.The Forest Service periodically makes the neces-
.sary adjustments to bring the inventory up to a common year for the
entire country.This is now being done for the year 1962 and publi-
cation is anticipated in 1964.
This nationwide forest survey is now collecting most of the physical
data specified above for a wealth inventory. Up to now, it has not
classified this data as to accessibility of the forest land.The survey
also has not inventoried the timber of commercial size on the produc-
tive-reserved forest lands.The forest survey is made in sufficient
regional detail to satisfy the needs of a wealth inventory.
Much less information is available on prices.The census of agri-
culture includes the value of forest products sold for farm woodlands
only.The census of manufactures includes the cost of stumpage cut,
the quantity and value of products shipped, and the value added for
lumber and other wood products.
The stumpage prices received on national forest timber sales
compiled and published regularly.Similar prices are available from
other public forest agencies. A few States now attempt to collect and
publish prices for private timber sales. A nationwide stumpage price
reporting service has been proposed but has not yet been brought into
being.
Prices paid for timberland are not being compiled or published by
anyone at the present time.
The p'robleimof
The most serious difficulty in preparing an inventory of timber re-
source wealth will lie in assigning values to the physical assets.
Cost or book value does not appear to be useful for this inventory.
Such book values do not exist for most of the publicly owned timber
resources and these make up one-fourth of the commercial forest land
area and 40 percent of the timber volume. The book values in the
records of private owners are often the 1913 values required for in-
come tax purposes or are otherwise badly out of line with present
values.
There appear to be two other possible approaches.The following
discussion will try to make clear the characteristics and weaknesses of
these approaches.
The first approach is to apply current market prices to the existing
physical inventory.This physical inventory consists of two different
kinds of assets.One is a stock of commercial-size timber which. can
be sold to for conversion into wood products.The other is
a timber-growing machine consisting of land and growing stock and
capable of producing wood each year on a continuous basis.
The price which people pay in the market for units of the timber-
growing machine (tracts of timberland) presumably is based on theNA'flTRAL RESOURCES WEALTH 573
incomewhich they expect to get from their investment by growing
wood.It seems reasonable, therefore, that the value of all of such
timberland in the country should be equal to the total number of acres
of that land multiplied by the average price per acre being paid for
such land in the current market.
The stock of commercial size timber is of a different nature, how-
ever.People buy such timber in the current market with the inten-
tion of logging it within a short time and selling the products they can
get from it to the consumers of those products. This consumer market
will absorb only a limited amount of these products during a year.
The purchasers of stumpage on the average buy during 1 year only
the amount they need to produce the quantity of products that the
consumers will buy.If they buy more than this amount, they will
have to hold it for use during a future year with the consequent cost
of interest on the capital they have invested.It appears, therefore,
that all of the existing stock of commercial size timber cannot be as-
signed the value per unit that such timber is selling for in the current
market. The portion of the existing stock which exceeds the amount
that can be converted into consumer products and sold during this
year must have a lower value than the current market price.'
In trying to decide what price is legitimate for this excess existing
stock, a further complication arises.
If the forest growing stock is properly regulated by size and age
classes, a tract of timberland will produce a certain yield of wood that
may be cut each year in perpetuity without changing the volume
remaining in the growing stock or the size of the future annual yields.
However, some more of the growing stock besides just those trees that
should be removed as annual yield will always be large enough for
use and could be sold at the present time. This merchantable portion
of the growing stock can be valued as a. part of the timber growing
machine or as a product salable in the present market. But both of
these values cannot legitimately be assigned to these same trees.
In regions of the country where mature virgin timber still exists,
many forests contain a greater volume of growing stock than is needed
to maintain a maximum sustained yield. This surplus timber can only
be valued as product and not as part of the machine. Market prices
for land with timber may well include the value of some of this kind of
surplus growing stock. By contrast., if market prices for timber alone
(stumpage) are applied to all of the merchantable timber on a tract,
the result will not include the value of the submerchantable sized grow-
ing stock and them land.The market price approach will require a
careful combination of the market prices of both st.umpage and com-
plete timberland properties in order to avoid either double counting or
omission of part of the asset in the valuation.
1ThIsstatement appears to be In contradiction to the principle that in a competitive
market, goods of Identical qualities cannot sell for different prices.In the Present instance,
buyers of timber In the "current" market would switch to buying In the "deferred cutting"
market, if there were any distinction between the markets, and If timber in the latter
market bore a discount.Differences in prices can result only from differences in quality
of wood, uniformity of stand, accessibility, monopolistic Influences among buyers and/or
sellers, ignorance on the part of buyers or sellers, special conditions Imposed on the cutter
(such as cutting only designated trees, avoiding Uamage to undergrowth, or
tie-in sale of unwanted stands with desired stands), etc.Holders of mature timber for
future sale must expect a rise In price sufficient to cover the cost of holding (interest,
taxes. insurance, protection, etc.), or they would be acting irrationally and uneconomi-
cally—Neal Potter, Secretary.574 MEASURING THE NATION'S WEALTH
The second possible approach is to calculate a capital value for the
timber resource on the basis of the net annual revenue expected from
the resource.If the amount of timber cut annually from the forest
is known, this can be valued at market prices in the region for such
timber. The value (also at market prices) of the change in the stand-
ing timber inventory during the year must be added to or subtracted
from the value of the annual cut (depending on whether the growing
stock volume increased or decreased) to obtained the gross value of
the total yield.From this gross value must be subtracted all of
the costs of managing the timberland and retaining ownership during
the year (except for interest on the investment in timberland). The
resulting net value of the total yield is attributable to the timber re-
source.The value of that resource can be obtained by capitalizing
this net annual revenue at an acceptable rate of interest.
Although this capitalization approach avoids many of the problems
of the market value approach, it has its own share of difficulties.Re-
liable data on the current management costs either are not available
or will be difficult. to segregate from the other costs of administering
organizations. A more serious problem is the rate of interest to be
used in the capitalization. Part of this capitalization rate is an allow-
ance for risk.In order for the timber estimates to be com-
parable with those for other sectors of the economy, it will be necessary
to estimate the relative riskiness of an investment in timber resources.
Since a substantial segment of this resource is in public ownership,.
there is also a question of whether the same rate of interest is accepta-
ble for both public and private investments.
The problem of overlap
The nationwide forest survey obtains information for all commer-
cial forest land in the United States. A value based on this inventory
will therefore be a complete figure for the timber wealth of the coun-
try.However, some of this same timberland will be picked up in,
other wealth inventories.The agriculture inventory will include the
value of farm woodland. The public lands inventory may include.
the value of publicly owned timberlands. The real estate inventory
may include timberland being held for future development for other
The manufacturing sector inventory may include the valueS
of timberlands owned by wood using and mining firms.It will be
necessary in consolidating the total wealth inventory to eliminate these
duplications.For this purpose, timberland values should be identi-
fied and shown separately in every sector inventor.y where they may
exist.
One important natural resource in the United States is the range
and pasture land used for the production of domestic livestock. A
part of the rangeland is forest range and is included in the forest land
area. Some of this forest range is commercial forest land and 'pro-
duces or is capable of producing timber as well as forage. The area
of land grazed is known to the people who use it and should be avail-
able from the public land managing agencies and from the census of
agriculture.Grazing values can be placed on this land and in the
case of commercial timberland these will be in addition to the timber
value.NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 575
Someof the existing forest land is potentially suitable for con-
version to agricultural, residential, industrial, or other uses because of
its quality or geographical location.The current market value of
such land is often based on its probable future conversion to• these
other uses and in such cases is usually higher than its value for timber
production.Since these lands are actually forested at present, they
will be picked up in the timberland inventory.It does not appear
that the total timber values involved are sufficient to justify much con-
cern on account of the timber resource inventory.However, where
they can be recognized, such lands should be picked up in the real
estate inventory and excluded from timber values.
Forest wealth compared to timber wealth
The total value of the Nation's forest resources is a composite of
their value for timber, recreation, grazing, water production, flood
control, wildlife, protection from wind and adverse weather, and
esthetic enjoyment. This is the value which really should be included
in the national wealth inventory.However, with the exception of
timber and grazing these are very difficult values to measure. The
protection and esthetic values are almost entirely intangible. No satis-
method has so far been developed for imputing back to the
land resource its share of the value of the water and wildlife produced
on it. More progress has been made on recreation but the valuation of
land and forests for recreational use is still in a very primitive stage
of development.
It seems best to place monetary values only on the timber- and
forage-producing aspects of the forest resource.However, it is en-
tirely possible that the Nation's forest resources actually have a greater
real value for the other products and services they produce than they
do for timber and In order that the relative importance of
the forest resources understated in the total wealth inventory,
we suggest that this inventory include a section which describes in
qualitative terms these total forest values and points out the sig-
nificance for national wealth of the extensive forest resources pos-
sessed by the United States.2
Proposals for data collection
We feel thatto a large extent the basic physical data required for an
inventory of forest resource wealth are being collected currently by the
Forest Service in its nationwide forest inventory. The Forest Service
has been constantly improving the techniques and coverage of this in-
ventory, and we may anticipate further improvements in it.
Accessibility is a prime factor in the value of a forest.The sepa-
ration of forests into accessible and not accessible would be very use-
ful from a wealth viewpoint. The statistics produced by the nation-
wide forest inventory do not at present provide any such separation.
We recommend that the Forest Service be requested to study the possi-
bility of classifying commercial timberland in the forest survey on
some basis of accessibility that will be usable for wealth inventory
purposes.
2Itshould also be noted that the restrictive conditions often imposed on the cutting of
timber In municipal watersheds, conservation areas, etc., may make the timber worth less
to the buyer than timber sold under commercial conditions, which Impose tew
limitations on the freedom to use the most economical methods of harvesting.
differences will need to be borne In mind In applying prices in particular sales to other
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The greatest difficulty in preparing an inventory of timber resource
wealth will lie in placing values on the physical assets.Because of
the complexity of this problem, it seems best that some one agency be
given the responsibility for studying it, developing procedures for
accomplishing it, and making the necessary arrangements to obtain
the price data for that purpose. We recommend that the U.S. Forest
Service be asked to assume this responsibility since it is already col-
lectino the physical resource data for the whole country.
that the most fruitful immediate approach would be for
the Forest Service to undertake a series of pilot studies designed to
cover the range of conditions that affect the value of timber and
timberland.Such pilot studies might be made of the value of the
timberland resources of individual counties or similar areas.Iii these
pilot studies, the Forest Service should have the cooperation of other
landowning agencies and the assistance of advisory boards' made up
of people with. experience and knowledge in the evaluation of timber-
lands.
Although it should be the responsibility of the Forest Service to
work out satisfactory techniques for valuing the forest resource, 'we
have some suggestions as to how they might start.It appears that
it will be desirable to separate the resource into two parts: (a)mature
merchantable timber and (b) land and inmiature growing stock.Be-
cause of the double-counting possibilities mentioned earlier, these
two values will have to be combined and not merely added together.
The only reliable source of information on prices appears to be trans-
action evidence from current sales.Such transaction information
should be collected from all possible sources and compiled for areas
in which conditions are simila.r.Since timberland sales
are infrequent in some areas, it will probably be necessary to sup-
plement this information with the estimates of knowledgeable local
people.
As a check on the values' obtained for timberlands from transaction
evidence, it appears that it will be desirable to calcula.te values by
capitalizing the value of the current annual timber yields. The same
kind of a check on stumpage prices may be made by appraising stump-
age value through a residual rent approach similar to that used on
the national forest timber sales.
This approach starts with current market prices for the final prod-
ucts which could be manufactured from the timber; subtracts manu-
facturing, transportation, and logging costs typical of a 1.ocal operator
of average efficiency; and then subtracts an allowance for profit and
risk sufficient to maintain an average operator in business in the long
term. The residual is considered to be a fair value for the timber on
the stump 'in the forest.
In carrying out these pilot studies, the Forest Service should have
the overall guidance of the agency responsible for compiling the na-
tional wealth inventory in order that the methods used for valuing
the timber resources will be consistent with those used in other sectors
of the wealth inventory.
Annual ofthe benchmark estimates
The timber resource inventories could be extended annually by using
the information collected on the annual net growth and the
timber cut.It would he best if the entire timber resource inventoryNATURAL RESOURCES 577
couldbe brought up to date at 5-year intervals instead of at 10-year
intervals such as passed between 1952 and 1962.If careful estimates
of net growth are prepared at 5-year intervals, they will be sufficiently
accurate for annual adjustments during the succeeding 5-year period,
perhaps with additional corrections in areas where new data become
available. The timber cut figures could be adjusted annually to con-
form to t.he statistics obtained from other sources on the production
and consumption of wood products.Such annual extensions would
become less accurate with each succeeding year but should not be
badly out of line by the time the whole inventory is revised in the
5th year.
VII. WATER RESOURCES SUBGROUP REPORT
PREFACE
Sub co'imimit tee on Water Resources.1
The Subcommittee on Water Resources recommends that a physical
inventory of water supplies, including lakes, reservoirs, and ground
water, be included in the national wealth inventory. Measures should
cover quality as well as quantity.(See sees. II and III.)
Capital facilities pertaining to storage, delivery, intake, water treat-
ment, waste treatment, hydroelectric power, navigation, irrigation,
and so forth, should be inventoried (as to physical characteristics and
value), and are included in this report (sees. IV and V), even though
some of these items may be in the jurisdiction of other Wealth Inven-
tory Planning Study groups. It is also recommended that some infor-
mation bearing upon the value of water per se be collected (see. VI)
and that further study be given to ways of improving information
this character.
Data sources are suggested at various points in the report. Agen-
cies now largely concerned with each type of data are listed in section





Man's development and use of water resources is characterized by
direct interdependencies between otherwise independent decision units
(individual households, business enterprises, units of local govern-
ment). As a consequence it is frequently possible for such units to
escape certain costs of water uses, for example, when quality deteri-
orates.Similarly they often fail to obtain any payment for utilities
which are provided other parties, for example, all downstream parties
may benefit when a particular user regulates streamfiow for his own
purposes.Consequently, the market fails to perform its ordinary
allocative function adequately with respect to water.
Furthermore, structures such as dams involve far-reachino econo-
mies of large scale. Because of hydrological interdependency%etween
flow-regulating structures scale economies may extend to the planning
and operation of basinwide systems of reservOirs.
1Thesubcommittee Is deeply Indebted to Allen V. Eneese for his Invaluable assistance.
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For these reasons, collective (government) action with respect to the
development and use of water resources has long been recognized as
essential.In this regard water differs at least in degree from other
natural resource commodities.
This distinction has several implications for collection of data in
general and particularly with respect to physical and economic wealth
data.
1. Data collection must be planned and implemented with a view to
its utility in planning for the specific allocation of the resource.
2. For reasons apparent from the above discussion, watersheds and
river basins are significant water resource management units.Water
resource data have little utility, even for projections as to its general
availability, unless they relate to specific watersheds and basins.For
many purposes, quality management is an example, they must be even
more localized.
3. Detailed data on physical availability are particularly important
in the case of water resources.
4. From a planning standpoint value data have their primary util-
ity in aiding forecasts of demand and accordingly for estimation of
the productivity of wajer in alternative uses.Unfortunately, the mar-
ket provides comparatively few dependable guidelines.Even where
water rights are exchanged, as in western priority doctrine States,
subsidy and other legal institutional factors make the resulting values
less than ideal.Nevertheless, systematic information on such trans-
actions could have considerable utility and should be developed.Iii
riparian doctrine areas, useful information can be obtained from data
concerning the relative valuation of riparian and nonriparian lands
especially if distinctions between types of water use and quality of
water can be drawn.
The data on investment in facilities which is described in some de-
tail in subsequent sections is of less utility for management purposes
in specific basins and watersheds.These data will, however, be of
considerable general interest and will be a significant element in the
overall of national and regional wealth.
I. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
A. Insofar as practicable all data should be tabulated by county.
While it would be useful to have data tabulated for all counties the
expense of doing so for many of the less important ones might not be
warranted.It is suggested that detailed information be provided for
perhaps 500 counties.The USPHS and the USGS should determine
these counties on the basis of criteria such as importance as a source of
water and importance of points of water use and waste disposal. These
agencies should also investigate the practicality of recording specific
points of streamfiow measurement and major points of water intake
and waste discharge on the basis of some form of coding system.
B. For purposes of additional data tabulation, the United States
should be divided into major drainage divisions with appropriate sub-
division, all boundaries to follow county lines.Basically the 22 re-
gions used by the Senate Select Committee on National Water Re-NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 579
sources can be used.The following modifications should, however, be
considered:
1. Rebound the lower Missouri to follow a watershed boundary.
2. Divide the Western Gulf by a north-south line in the neigh-
borhood of the 20-inch rainfall line.
3. The lower Arkansas-White-Red Basin can be merged with
the lower Mississippi, leaving 22 major regions.Alternatively
the lower the lower Mississippi, and the eastern half of the
Western Gulf can be combined into a single region.
4:. Each major region should be subdivided into appropriate
subbasins, also along county lines.For example, the Colorado
region might be divided as follows: Upper Main Stem, Green, San
Juan, Little Colorado, Gila, Lower Main Stem.
5. Counties should be grouped by State segments within sub-
basin or major region.This would facilitate combining counties
into State totals.
C. All relevant counties should be coded by subbasin, major region
and of course, State. Where appropriate, data should be aogregated
by segment of subbasin, by State, by subbasin, major
resource region.







water table over last 5 years.
Artificial recharge capacity
•Identify In to specified points of finw control.
1. Streams, at specified points of discharge:
(a) Flow equal to or more than designated





computations should be con-
1. Reconstituted undepleted flows with their respective
3. Mean length of reach.
4. Mean depth at mean velocity.
2. Lakes (including reservoirs)











1. Estimated cumulative volume available at various depths.
2. Depth to water table.
3. Well capacities.
4. Rates of natural recharge.
5. Rates of depletion—drop of
6. Transmissivity of aquifer, at
least as a rank.580 MEASURINGTHE NATION'S WEALTH
C. Water supply productivity of watersheds: Study of methods to
determine runoff and ground water as a function of precipitation and
wild evapotranspiration is needed.
Nom.—Items under II fall within normal range of responsibility
of USGS.
Item C may be best done through university research.
UI. PHYSICAL INVENTORY: QIJALITY
A.Surface waters: Quality measurements interact with quantity
measurements.It is important therefore to develop statistical sum-
maries for relevant characteristics analogous to a flow-duration curve,
e.g., values equalled or exceeded percentages of time.
1. Quality measurements as given in National Water Quality
Network reports.County data will not be available from this
•source but it provides consistent measures at a number of points
for a large number of parameters.These data as a. minimum
should be subjected to the statistical treatment indicated above.
2. Waste discharged into fresh water 2_
(a)Into streams.
I. Level of treatment prior to discharge, by type of
discharger.
II. BOD, by volume, by type of discharger (munici-
pal, industrial, government agency).
III. Other pollutants by type of discharger, including
nitrogen and phosphorus discharged from waste treat-
ment plants and pollutants carried by surface runoff and
drain age.
(b) Into lakes: I, II, III as in (a).
(o) Into coastal or estuarine waters: 1,11, III as in (a).
B. Ground waters:
1. Identification of mineralized waters, degree of mineraliza-
tion, volume, etc.
2. Identification of other types of pollution, amount of water
affected, degree of pollution, type of discharger, as under III,
A,2.
characteristics of ground water may be integrated
with quantity measurements.
Items under III are dealt with by USGS and USPHS at the Federal
level. Large amounts of data are, however, in the hands of municipali-
ties and industries.
IV. CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN WATER USE AND CONTROL FACILITIES
All capital values should be measured by original cost and by re-
production cost less depreciation. All value figures should be accom-
panied by relevant physical capacity data.
Large amounts of data of this type are in the hands of individual industrial plants and
municipalities.They have never been systematically collected and tabulated and it
may be difficult to get many of them.One improvement urgently needed is better census
of manufactures data.Presently the census, does not even distinguish polluted process
water from unpolluted cooling water.A committee should be convened to consider re-
vision of the census data collection in view of current needs for Information.This note
also applies to j\TFbelow.RESOURCES 581
A.Dams and reservoirs (all purposes) : Separate categories for all
single-purpose dams. All multipurpose dams should be put together
in a separate category.8 Include dam, administrative facilities, land,
access facilities, and costs of displacement and relocation of utilities,
roads, communities, etc. (Number and major purpose or purposes of
dams should be included.)
B. Hydroelectric power installations except dams and reservoirs.
C. Recreation facilities at dams and reservoirs.
1. Boat ramps, camping facilities, etc., public and private (ex-
clusive of hotels, motels, etc., unless operated in direct connection
with the reservoir).
D. Water delivery systems:
1. Long-distance aqueducts, canals, pipelines, tunnels, siphons,
diversion weirs, channel improvements, etc.
2. Irrigation distribution facilities:
(a) Mains and laterals, pumps, etc.
(b) On the farm distribution and drainage.
E. Flood control:
1. Channel improvements.
2. Levees, floodwalls, floodways.
3. Flood proofing of buildings.




2. Household and community septic tanks.
3. Waste treatment plants:
(a) Municipal.
(b) Industrial.
4. Lagoons and ponds:
(a) For retention of wastes.
(b) For finishing of treatment.
5. Barges and other facilities to dispose of solids.
(a) Should fertilizer plants be included?
6. Effluent disposal facilities:
a) Ground water recharge fields.
b) Special outfall sewers.
c) Other (some irrigation gets picked up here).
G. Heat reduction facilities:




1. Is this properly a value attached to land? Wifi it be picked
up by group measuring land values?
There was some question among the subgroup members as to whether there should be
any recommendation calling for the allocation of joint costs of dams among the different








V. CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN WATER PRODUCTION AND RESEARCH
rACILITIES
(Orloinal cost and, where applicable, reproduction cost less depre-
A. Soil and moisture conservation:
1. On the farm.
2. On public domain.
3. Silt detention dams.
4. Channels to reduce evaporation and nonbeneficial consump-
5. Modifications of land cover to enhance water production.
6. Evaporation suppression devices for lakes and reservoirs.
B. Desalination plants.
C. Water resource research facilities.
1. Agricultural research leading to improved
limited water supplies.
2. Water and waste water research.
3. Engineering research.
4. Hydrologic research.
N0TE.—No systematic collection of data.
mains, laterals, etc.
I. Local treatment and distribution facilities:
1. Municipal:




(a) Water supply treatment.
(b) Local storage.
J. Fresh water navigation facilities:
1. Docks, canals, locks., channel improvements.





3. Storage ponds and tanks, not elsewhere classified.
4. Other related facilities—troughs, conveyances, etc.
5. Ground water recharge facilities.
L. Coastal facilities:
1. Navigation channels, seawalls, breakwaters, docking facili-
intercoastal waterways, navigation aids.
Salt water intrusion control works:
(a) Surface water barriers.
(b) Ground water barriers.




VI.VALUE OPWATER PER SE
Because this section poses some rather formidable conceptual issues
somewhat more detailed discussion of the various problems and possi-
bilities is provided than in previous sections.
A. Value of water under appropriation law: In 17 Western States
the "appropriation rights" doctrine to one or another degree.
In several States rights exchange independently of land. In the latter
instances the market value of rights yields information concerning the
discounted marginal value of water.
Even in these areas however it must be noted that markets are some-
times thin and that the taxing power is frequently used, by public
districts and other agencies to provide water to users below cost.
Where this occurs the value of rights cannot be added to the value of
dam and irrigation facilities without danger of some double counting.
It would appear to be possible to reasonably adjust the data for this
factor, however.Accordingly, a systematic effort should be made to
collect data on the value of water rights.
In several Western States water rights are considered to adhere to
parcels of land.In these instances the two are traded as a package
and the transaction will reveal nothing concerning the separate value
of either.In such cases the only possibility of obtaining an estimate
of value of water per se would appear to be in comparisons of land
value with water rights and the value of land otherwise equivalent
but without water rights.The agencies responsible for collecting
land value data should be encouraged to obtain information suitable
for making such comparisons. Even in strict appropriation law
States riparian owners without diversion rights will obtain some
value from adjoining bodies of water.This may take the form of
sport fishing, boating, swimming, or other recreation use or simp].y the
esthetic amenity which propinquity with water offers.
Another important riparian benefit is low-cost waste disposal into
the water course.4Again land value data should be collected in a
form which permits comparison of the value of riparian land with-
out water rights and otherwise equivalent land.Accompanying this
should be information concerning the character of the benefit which
contiguous water confers—waste disposal, recreation by type, amenity,
etc., and the character of the water body—lake or stream and ideally
also volume, physiographic characteristics, quality, etc.
In at least nine Western States there are important elements of
"riparian doctrine" in water laws.In these States security attaches
to ownership of an appropriation right and information on the value
placed upon such rights would be valuable.The comments above
concerning the values not "captured" by the appropriation right hold
with additional force in these States and riparian nonriparian land
value comparisons will be especially important.
Values derived from comparisons of riparian and nonriparian land
prices may involve some double counting if they incorporate capital
values of water use and control facilities.This results if the use of
water yielded by such facilities is subsidized. In this case an appro-
'Waste disposal and some other water uses impose external diseconomles.At any
given time Internal economies and external might not be In optimum balance.
There is presumably a set of restrictions on riparian rights, which would tend to result
In maximum asset value of the resource.In an estimate of existing wealth we can
acceptthe assetvalue which corresponds to a given set of rights and restrictions.584 MEASURING THENATION'SWEALTH
priate portion of reproduction less depreciation, of such facilities
should be subtracted from land value.
One other important utility yielded by water is not captured by
appropriation rights under current interpretation of the law.This
is the value of head and flow for hydropower generation. This aspect
is discussed subsequently.
B. The value of water under riparian law: The "riparian
which does not confer rights to specific amounts of water but permits
the riparian owner to use any amount of water so long as he leaves
it "reasonably" unimpaired in quantity and quality holds in the East-
ern States. Where this doctrine prevails, market transactions reflect
the value of water use per se through the values of riparian real estate
and much more indirectly through the transportation and access costs
which nonriparian users incur.
The first of these—real estate values—which result largely from
relatively inexpensive water supply and waste disposal and the value
of navigation, recreation, and amenity, is at least in principle sub5ect
to census.It would be desirable to collect land value data in such a
way as to permit comparisons between riparian and nonriparian lands
with the former classified by use and character of the contiguous water
body.
The second type of utility which the market reveals is payment for
access by nonriparians—largely for recreation use.5This is an im-
portant element in the value of almost all large bodies of water. Re-
search has shown that a consistent measure of demand can be derived
from such data. Questionnaire methods may also be useful for getting
at the evaluation of nonriparian users. These methods are still under
development, however, and while the committee sees great value in and
wishes to encourage research along these lines, it does not feel that a
stage has been reached where appropriate data could be included in a
census-type activity.
It should be noted of course that the comments made with respect to
the possible incorporation of capital value of flow regulation facilities
in riparian land prices under point A apply to point B as well.
0. The value of head and flow for hydro power: It has been noted
that the full benefit accruing from recreation is not captured in land
values although a major part of it probably is. The benefit least likely
to be reflected in land values appears to be hydropower. The huge
uncertainty involved in anticipating the timing and value of specific
hydroelectric developments probably means that very little of the hy-
dro protential is capitalized in advance. After development there is
(in contrast to say, recreation or navigation value) no opportunity to
do soif the potential is publicly developed.
For hydropower the value of the benefit stream minus associated
operation, maintenance and replacement costs (in principle including
internal opportunity cost such as reduced recreation value due to reser-
voir drawdown) is the asset value of existing installations.The bene-
fit stream could be estimated for various regions by the alternate cost
technique.Similar calculations could presumably be macic for eco-
nomically feasible but not yet developed installations by discounting
The value of recreation as such either as reflected In land values or as from
willingness to pay for access does not appear In the national income accounts.NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 585
theoverall cost and benefit streams if some timing of development is
assumed. The committee believes it would be worthwhile to experi-
ment with calculations of this kind utilizing data from Federal agency




2. Item II: USGS.
3. Item III: USGS and PHS.
4. Item IV:
F. All except 3(b)
(censuses of manufacturing and mmmg)
G. TJSPHS.
H. USDA.
I. 1. USPHS; 2. Bureau of the
facturing and mining).
J. Corps of Engineers.
K. USDA.
L. Corps of Engineers.
5. ItemV:
A. Soil Conservation Service.
B. Office of Saline Water.
C. USDA, PHS, SCS, Bureau
Engineers.
6. Item VI:
A. Possible assignment of responsibility for data collection and co-
ordination. It is not meant to imply that the agency listed will always
be the primary sourceofdata.
1. Item I: Federal Interagency Committee and interested re-
A. Federal construction agencies (Corps of Engineers,
Bureau of Reclamation, Soil Conservation Service, Tennes-
see Valley Authority); other authorities and Federal-State
agencies (e.g., Idaho Power and Light, etc.).
B.Federal Power Commission.
C. Federal and State agencies—maybe Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation can do the job.
D. 1. Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, and
States: 2. Bureau of Reclamation and USDA.
E. Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, Soil Con-
servation Service.
TJSPHS: 3(b)—Bureau of the Census
Census (censuses of mann-
of Reclamation, Corps of
A, B. Land and water right sales and records are State
and local.It will require specific research to supply this in-
formation.Normal recordkeeping will not reveal the requi-
site data.Perhaps a grant can be made to a. university or
research foundation.
C. Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, and Fish
and Wildlife Service; States; river basin authorities; Federal
Power Commission.
°Again possible double counting may occur If subsidized electric power rates are cap!-
talized Into real property Included in other parts of the wealth study.The committee
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B. Data for the physical inventory and for inventory of capital
facilities are either already being acquired or capable of being acquired
with relatively little additional difficulty by agencies engaged in cen-
sus and inventory activities.Data oii various measurements of the
value of water per se are not likely to be available in such form as can
be acquired by routine collection methods.Special research projects
can, however, supply benchmark data on at least a sample basis from
which estimates of the entire universe can be constructed.
VIII. FISH AND WILDLIFE SUBGROUP REPORT
ISSUES
The problems that must be solved to measure the national wealth in
the commercial fisheries and in recreational fishing and hunting are
as follows:
1. To markedly increase the amount, quality, and kinds of statistical
data available.
2. To establish for purposes of estimating the national wealt.b.
meaningful and logically defensible values for the American commer-
cial fisheries and for outdoor recreational activity dependent upon
fish and wildlife resources.
Data are needed on values in the commercial fisheries to enable
private investors and Government policymakers to better gage the im-
portance, profitability, and efficiency of the industry, and to judge
the wisdom of various proposals for regulating, aiding taxing
the industry.
An inventory of fish and wildlife populations is needed for the guid-
ance of Federal and State administrators of fish and wi].diife pro-
grams, for outdoor recreational. planners, and for land and water use
planners.The International Association of Game, Fish, and Con-
servatiori Commissioners at their September meeting expressed
the need as follows: "A thorough knowledge o2 present and future
fish and wildlife needs and potentials is necessary to adequately plan
for and justify future fishing and himting space."
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and representatives of the asso-
ciation were asked to investigate possible sources of funds to "organize
and conduct standardized State surveys which will result in a national
survey of fish and wildlife resources, future needs and potentials."
The resolution is interpreted by association officials to extend, not only
to surveys of users of the resource, but also to an inventory of the re-
source itself in depth, with a view to determining its size and distribu-
tion.Projection of future deman.d and supply were also to be covered.
The Fish and Wildlife Service .has estimated minimum costs on the
order of $12 million assuming the complete cooperation of State fish
and game agencies. There is no present source of funds.
SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
A. The probleim of adequate data
(1) 1963 census da,ta on commercial fisheries: A progressive step
is being taken to improve the data available on the commercial fisheries.
In the Bureau of Census will conduct a census of commercial
fishing.One question on the reporting form (as presently drafted),NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 587
willsolicit information on the capital investment in fishing vessels (in-
cluding engines).It isplanned to obtain the data on the basis of
orioinal investment value together with data on the age of the vessel,
it possible to calculate estimated depreciated book value. The
information to be obtained for year 1963 will be broken down on a
State basis. Also it will be available by ownership unit, i.e., individual,
corporate, or other.
These data represent a benchmark for investment data on the com-
mercial fisheries.This benchmark may become the basis for future
censuses of fisheries and intercensus estimates by Federal Government
statisticians.
(2) Sport fish and wildlife data: As indicated in 2, above, the data
on sport fish and wildlife populations and utilization are inadequate.
Estimates on the size and distribution of the various resources can be
prepared, given sufficient funds and personnel for a coordinated na-
tional effort involving sample population surveys and habitat evalua-
tions.This would require close cooperation with State fish and game
agencies which generally exercise principal responsibility for resource
management of resident species. Surveys of recreational participation
in activities based on these resources are needed to establish the level
of current utilization for many species.
National surveys of participation in sport fishing and hunting, in-
cluding monetary expenditures, were for 1955 and 1960.It is
tentatively planned to update these studies in 1971 to cover the calendar
year 1970.
B. The 'valuation 7n'ocess
The determination of the market value of any asset involves two
basic estimation processes.It is necessary to estimate the revenue the
asset will generate in the future, and the rate of discount appropriate
to the particular asset.
The present value of the discounted future revenue provides a basis
for determining the market value of the asset. The future returns esti-
mated to be generated by the asset are net returns, i.e., gross revenue
less expenses of using the asset (carrying on the business).
This set of calculations, simple in theory, is of course, very complex
in practice. Where it is necessary to secure agreement on the calcula-
tions involved in valuing specific assets, as in property taxation or
public utility regulation, the process may take years, and involve
arbitrary assumptions and compromises. When it is possible, on the
other hand, to find a reasonably competitive market, in which the
prices are set by the calculations and competitive bidding of a number
of buyers and sellers, the existing market price is taken as the best
current evidence of true value.
In the case of fish and wildlife resources, however, markets for
establishing the capital value of the resource in the wild state are rare.
Most are available with a zero or nominal charge, though frequently
with some restrictions on methods and quantity of capture.IJnder
conditions of free access to the resource in the long run the theory of
fisheries points out that the net economic yield will be driven to zero;
i.e., the resource will not have any market value. Any value over
and above the cost of capture will provide commercial fishermen with
an excess profit or wage which, over the long run, will attract more
participants to the industry or area, until the catch per man is worthMEASURINGTHE NATION'S WEALTH
just enough to keep the labor and capital in the industry.1 As long
as present conditions of exploitation remain, the tendency will be for
these resources to have no market value, except in the cases where pri-
vate ownership or leases currently exist (as in fishponds, private
hunting preserves, and leased oyster beds).If the wealth inven-
tory is to be confined to coverage of market values, the oniy things to
cover will be the vessels, boats, gear, docks, etc., plus a few privately
owned or State-leased resources.
However, limiting the wealth, inventory in this way will make im-
possible the use of the resulting data for the primary purpose for
which economic data are gathered; viz, the rational organization of
production.If no value is assigned to the resource, it cannot enter
into economic calculations in either the public or private sphere; it
cannot be a guide to decisions about investment or regulation—such
decisions will perforce continue to be made either arbitrarily, or by
political pressures, or by standards which are not precisely relevant,
suchas maximum biological potential.Where values in fish and
wildlife compete with other values—as in the case of dams which
interfere with salmon runs, or where lack of sewage treatment spoils
oyster beds, or land drainage destroys spawning or nesting grounds—
lack of value data may be quite a serious detriment to policy decisions.
For this reason we wish to enter a plea for estimates of the value of
the resource as it would be under rational conditions of use.Such
estimates can be made in many if not most cases without excessive
difficulty. Moreover, both the commercial and recreational aspects of
fishing are expected to rise greatly in importance in the decades ahead.
It is high time to establish some benchmarks for future research and
policy decisions.
(a) Commercial fisheries: The most practical method for valuation
of commercial fisheries appears to be through estimation of the man-
power and equipment technically required to make the optimum
catch; i.e., the catch which would yield the maximum gross income
over costs of capture and protection.2
Pilot studies of this kind have been made by CrutchfIeld, by Donald
H. Frye, and by Lynch, Doherty, and Draheim.8 The difference be-
tween total costs (including wages) at the optimum level of oper-
ation and the gross revenue expected at that level of operation
'would provide an estimate of the annual rent to be expected from a
rationally operated fishery.This annual yield could then be capital-
ized at some acceptable rate of interest to give the desired estimate of
capital value of the resource. A somewhat simpler calculation, yield-
ing nearly the same results for manyfisheries,would be to estimate the
manpower and equipment charges minimally required to take in the
present levels of catch.Subtracting these costs from. those now in-
1JamesA. Crutchfield, "Valuation of Fishery Resources," Land Economics, May 1962,
p. 146.
2Onedifficulty In this Is that there Is frequently only limited knowledge
about the most effective techniques or their costs.Gear restrictions, season limitations,
etc. are Imposed for the purpose of decreasing efficiency, and the drive of the entrepreneurs
for efficiency Is pushed Into artificial channels, such as vessels of excessive size or speed.
William F. Royce, James A. Crutchfield, et aL, "Salmon Gear Limitation In Northern
Washington Waters" (Seattle, of Washington Publications In Fisheries, vol. II,
No. 1, 1963) ;D. H. Frye, "Potential Profits in the California Salmon Fishery," Cali-
fornia Fish and Game, vol. 48, No. 4, October 1962; Edward J. Lynch, Richard M. Doherty,
and George P. Draheim, "The Goundfish Industries of New England and Canada" (Wash-
ington, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Circular 121, July 1961)., in particular oh. III
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curred(which tend to equal total revenue) would give the annual
yield of the resource to be capitalized.
These estimates can be supplemented in some cases by estimates
based on the observed market. value of fishing grounds where access
has been limited and leased to particular fishing firms, as in the case
of some oyster beds.
The most severe limitations on thi.s approach to valuation of com-
mercial fisheries will arise from (1) conditions in the high seas fish-
eries, where the share available to U.S. fishermen is not determinate,
and competitive waste will be inevitable until adequate international
agreements on sharing are reached; (2) uncertainty in the data, be-
cause of wide variations in the catch, or because exploitation of the
species is new or underdeveloped.
(b) Sport fishing and hunting: The case of sport fishing and hunt-
ing is different, for the object here is not maximum e.fficiency in har-
vesting food, but maximum efficiency i.n providing recreation.Arbi-
trary limitations are generally provided to preserve the species and
the sport, but monetary charges, other than license fees, are rare.
Nevertheless, it is proposed that admission or privilege fees charged
by private operators be used as the basis for estimating the daily val-
ues of the different kinds and locations of recreational, opportunities
based on wildlife and fish.These daily values, multiplied, by total
use of each class of fishing or hunting resourceestimated along lines
already begun in the Nat'ional Survey of Hunting and Fishing—will
yield estimates of total annual receipts for recreational use of
these resources. The of comparability among different fish-
ing and hunting opportunities will of course loom large in such an
operation; but we believe the results will be well wcrth the effort.
Some ,indication of the importance of the industry may be obtained
from the fact that private expenditures on various goods and services
in connection with fishing and hunting were estimated at $3.85 billion
in 1960 (as against $2.85 billion in 1955)andfrom the fact that
large public expenditures will probably be needed soon in the field of
The paucity of data on private charges for fishing and hunting will
no doubt force resort to alternative approaches of a more hypothetical
nature.One of considerable interest is that based on an inferred
demand curve, derived from the rate of use (per 1,000 of population)
of recreational sites by residents of cities of varying distances from
the site.6Capitalizing of the maximum net income estimated to be
from user charges based on such a demand curve, would
constitute the estimated marketable value of the resource.
Numerous considerations enter into judgments concerning the col—
I ecti.bie charges on particular facilities, however, and amenities ot.h.er
than the fish and wildlife are certainly a consideration for most fish-
ermen and hunters, so that it will not be possible to attribute the en-
tire "rent" to the fauna.However, for lack of more solid ground,.
those working on development of water resources are currently using
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, CIrcular 120, "1960 National Survey of Fishing and
Hunting" (Washington, 1961), pp. 4—5.
6MarIon Clawson, "The Crisis in Outdoor Recreation," In -American Forests, March
and April 1959.
6MarionClawson, "Methods of the Demand for and Value of Outdoor Recrea-
tion," reprInt 10, Resources for the Future, Washington, February 1959.590 MEASURINGTHENATION'SWEALTH
a "judgment" table of daily unit values representing net income an
operator might derive from fees for hunting and fishing. These range
from $0.50 to $6, and were based in part on a limited survey of estwb-
lishments levying such charges.7
APPLICATION OF THE VALUATION PROCESS
The census of fisheries described in (1) above will provide some
basic data for valuation of the commercial fisheries.This should
be supplemented by the considerable amount of related data available
on the value of these manmade assets
For many specific fisheries it will be to assume that out-
put is at or above the maximum physical yield the resource will sus-
tam.In those instances it will be possible to estimate yield of the
fishery with a rationalized number of inputs.In certain cases these
estimates have already been prepared in usable form; in some addi-
tional cases, data are available which can be used as a basis for such
estimates, for example the Pacific halibut fishery.8
This estimation process can be carried out largely by the economists
gear technologists of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. Given
knowledge of the peculiarities of individual fisheries and especially of
the relative productivity of particular units of gear, reasonable esti-
mates can be prepared without extensive investigation in the field.
In the case of fish and wildlife resources as a base for recreational
activity it will be necessary to continue and extend current efforts to
estimate the demand for the utilization of those resources. Some com-
plete and many partial estimates are available, based on demand studies
already carried out.
On the valuation aspects of recreational fishing and hunting, ad-
ministrative values assignable to daily units of activity are in regular
use in river basin analysis. These values are considered to be net of
associated development and operating costs.The $0.50 to $6 range
of daily values chosen is based on a limited survey of operators of
private shooting and fishing preserves and on the informed judgment of
persons knowledgeable in the field.
In addition to the several thousand going operations in which daily
fees are charged for hunting or fishing, there are a number of examples
of leases of hunting and fishing rights which might assist in the estab-
lishment of values.It was recently estimated that seasonal leases for
hunting deer in Texas, where hunting leases or charges are almost
universal, range from $15 to $75 annually per hunter for "fair" hunt-
ing to $100 to $150 for "excellent" hunting. A Minnesota survey of
49 waterfowl hunting leases in 1959 found the average annual pay-
ment (revenue) to be $409, or $5.10 per acre.These are representa-
tive of a great and increasing number of hunting and fishing leases
which might yield information of importance in establishing values.
Inter-AgencyCommittee on Water Resources, Subcommittee on Evaluation Standards,
"Report of the Panel on Recreational Values on a Proposed Interim Schedule of Values for
Recreational Aspects of Fish and Wildlife," Washington, U.S. Department of the Interior,
May 24, 1960.
8JamesCrutchfield and Arnold Zeliner, "Economic Aspects of the Pacific Halibut Fishery,"
U.S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, April, 1962.NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 591
IX. PimricLANDS SUBGROUP REPORT
One basic issue is which "public" lands to include. The attached
checklist briefly describes the chief Federal, State, county, and city
lands to be included. Although the Federal lands are grouped accord-
ing to managing agency rather than according to land type, this is
operationally sound because the estimates will almost surely be made
by agencies and because there is some interest in separate figures for
the lands administered by each agency. The checklist includes Indian
lands, which are privately owned, but which might otherwise be over-
looked. Their value should be included with the values of other priv-
ate land.Similarly for privately owned in-holdings, within the vari-
ous public land areas, which should not be overlooked, but included
in private property.
Estimates of values of public land (as defined above) should exclude
the values of commercial and other timber on the land, of minerals
in the land, of publicly owned streets and highways not primarily for
the use and enjoyment of these lands, and water originated from these
lands. These values are excluded here because it is assumed that they
will be included in the estimates of forests, minerals, etc.However,
this requires that the groups estimating these latter values have sepa-
rate subcategories for the forests, minerals, etc., on public lands, so that
these can be added to the values included in this statement, in
order to get a total for public lands. The land value estimates to be
covered in the public land category are those for the land alone, exclud-
ing values of the forests, minerals, etc. The land value of cutover for-
ests would be included, for instance; also the bare land value of forest
land, the value of whose trees was included under forest values. The
value of grazing land, including grass and other forage, would be in-
cluded since forage ordinarily does not have a value separate from
the land.
One ma5or problem is the degree of doubl.c counting involved in
estimating values of public land.It seems probable that much, per-
haps nearly all, of the values of the public land have been capitalized
in the values of the private land, beca.use the income from the use
of public ].and generally accrues to the owners of private land used in
the same productive enterprises.This is especially likely to be the
case for grazing land values, less so for timberland and mineral val-
ues, and least of all. for recreational. values.However, there is much
interest and value in separate estimates for public land. We propose
that they be made on the basis described below, but that the values
of the separate items be excluded from national totals of all wealth,
to the extent that the various items represent double counting.
A rel.ated matter is the values arising out of multiple use of much
public land. One can estimate separately a grazing value for a tract,
a recreational value, a wildlife value, etc.; but in this case one must be
careful that one type of value does not unintentionally include some of
the value arising out of other uses. Or one can estimate a single value
for each tract, which takes into account its manifold possibilities and
uses.If done carefully, each method should yield the same or closely
comparable results; the essential consideration is that tlie process
be explicit.
Data are generally available on acreages of land in the various cate-
gories of public land shown in the attached checklist. While such dataMEASURING THE NATION'S WEALTH
8,re neither completely accurate nor perhaps wholly inclusive of all
public land, yet the errors here are small compared with those in
prices field.
The most serious deficiency for valuing public lands lies in the ap-
propriate price to apply to acreage figures. For several reasons, it is
riot possible to use commercial sales prices. Much public land is never
sold—one reason why national and. other parks are in public owner-
ship is to prevent their public sale. Purchase costs, even when known,
are often irrelevant to present-day prices.Some public lands are
sold, but often under prices or conditions determined by law, definitely
divergent from competitive sales prices.Such sales prices in many
instances would be more misleading than helpful. Use of public lands
is also generally at charges or fees lower than commercia.l rates, rang-
i:ag from zero or nearly so for plany parks, to grazing fees well below
commercial fees, and to other charges that more nearly approximate
a full commercial lease price.Capitalization of such artificially low
rentals would therefore be highly misleading.
After consideration of all approaches, and in full recognition of all
the difficulties, the subcommittee proposes the establishment of a sys-
t'3m of "shadow prices" for public lands.Specifically, we propose
that there be established in every major area (a State, usually) an
appraisal board. We think that, on the whole, it would be better to
Ii ave a single board for each geographic area, to appraise the value of
all public lands, than to have separate boards for the different kinds
of land; but administrative or other reasons might lead to the estab-
ishment of different boards for different kinds of land. We think
sich boards should include the chief administrative officer for each
major kind of public land within the general area (or his representa-
tf.ve); any specialized appraisal personnel (such as Federal land bank
appraisers) that might be available; agricultural college and other
educational institutions personnel familiar with land values and in-
comes; and perhaps simply knowledgeable citizens in the area.
Such boards should seek to estimate the price per acre that the
varioustypes of public land would bring in the open if offered
for sale in optimum size parcels.In arriving at this estimate, the
board should use any and all relevant data—sales prices, when the sales
reflected truly competitive sales conditions; sales prices of physically
similar but privately owned land; any appraisals that might exist; or
any other data. We judge, however, that most boards would be forced
to come up with a "judgment" figure. We think it would be impos-
sible for such boards to undertake research specifically for this prob-
lem, but of course they should use the results of any research existent.
Moreover, given the intangibility of many of the values, we think
boards should be discouraged from detailed appraisals; the desired
figure is a reasonably accurate general average for rather large areas,
not a specifically accurate figure for particular tracts.
In making this suggestion, the Subgroup is fully aware of the dif-
ficulties of arriving at such shadow prices, but we think this method
more defensible than any other.As carefully drawn instruction as
can be written and careful supervision during the process of estimat-
ing the shadow prices would help to produce more consistent, if not
more accurate, results. We think it better to have a rough estimate
for the properly defined price than to have an exact figure for the
wrong kind of price.NATURAL RESOURCES WEALTH 593
CHECKLIST
I. Governmental units and jurisdictions to be considered in an inventory of
publlc land resources:
A. Federal Government:
1. Bureau of Land Management.
2. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
3. Bureau of Indian Affairs.2
4. Bureau of Reclamation.
5. Park Service.
6. Forest Service.
7. Soil Conservation Service.
8. Department of Defense.°
9. Veterans' Administration.8
10. Tennessee Valley Authority.4
11. Bonneville Power Administration.4
12. General Services Administration.45
B. State governments.
C. Counties.
D. Cities and towns.





II. Uses of land to be considered in an inventory of public land resources,° and
recommended jurisdiction:
U8e8 Recommended Juri8diction
A. Forests and woodlands Forest resources subgroup.
1. Commercial Do.
2. Noncommercial Do.
B. Minerals and petroleum Minerals subgroup.
C. Grazing
1. Domestic livestock Public lands subgroup.
2. Wildlife7 Fisheries and wildlife.
D. Wildlife habitat Do.
E. Recreation Public lands subgroup.
1. Designated areas8 Do.
2. Nondesignated areas Do.
F. Water resources subgroup.
1. Designated areas1° Do.
2. Nondesignated areas Do.
estimates of public land wealth should be made in recognition of the concept of
"multiple use"; any given parcel of land may have more than one use and yield more
than one prothiet or service.Thus an inventory might well include Some values within
the public lands concept as well as within some other concepts (e.g., grazing laud within
national forests or on militaryi reservations, etc.)This checklist serves to Indicate those
agencies holding public lands that should be screened for inclusion In the "public land"
concept by virtue of their uses, services, and product.
2 Indian lands properly must be considered as private lands.They are owned by Indians and only held in trust by the Federal Government.They should be inventoried in. the private sector, and are included in this list only as a reminder, lest they be over-
looked.
Some lands held by these agencies are used for grazing or other "public land" uses In
addition to their primary purposes.
Should be screened for appropriate inventory listings.
6 Also a source of information about "public land" holdings of agencies not Included
In this checklist.
°Any given parcel of land may have more than one use, product, or service.For example, one area of publicly owned land may yield water, timber, and minerals, and
be used for recreation, grazing, and wildlife habitat.This checklist of uses should be cross-referenced, In each category, against the checklist of governmental units.
Grazingby "big game" such as deer, elk, moose, antelope, etc.
8 "Designated areas" refers to National parks, State parks, and other identified camp-
grounds and recreation facilities.Much recreational use Is made of publicly owned lands on areas not specifically identified or Improved.
° Includes water management areas such as reservoirs.
10 Some areas of publicly owned lands are set aside, or "designated," specifically as
watersheds, but most watersheds are open to other uses.
3S—135— 64——40